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**Poor Prediction Sinks Fitbit Shares in After-Hours Trading**

By REUTERS | Feb 22nd 2016

Shares of Fitbit fell nearly 14 percent in after-hours trading after it estimated that profit would be below Wall Street expectations.
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**Mark Zuckerberg Backs Apple in Its Refusal to Unlock iPhone**

By MARK SCOTT | Feb 22nd 2016

Speaking at the Mobile World Congress, Mr. Zuckerberg said he was sympathetic to Apple’s resistance to helping the government open a locked phone.

**Facebook Open Sources Wireless Gear**

By QUENTIN HARDY | Feb 22nd 2016

The social networking giant wants virtual reality everywhere. That means getting hardware costs down.

**Nike Founder Gives $400 Million to Stanford Program**

By ALESSANDRA STANLEY

Philip H. Knight’s gift is intended to help to recruit graduate students around the globe to address society’s most intractable problems, including poverty and climate change.

**European Tech Scene Begins to Feel Silicon Valley’s Woes**

By MARK SCOTT

As fears grow in the United States, European start-ups and venture capitalists say the problems are starting to spread across the Atlantic.

**Takata Faked Test Data a Year After Airbag Recalls, Report Says**

By STACY COWLEY

A Senate report showed Takata officials presenting falsified test data about the design of a new component, illustrating what investigators called a pattern of deceit.

**Bill Gates Weighs In on Apple’s Clash With the F.B.I.**

By MIKE McPHATE

The Microsoft co-founder said that stopping terrorism is in the public interest, but that government needs must be balanced with privacy safeguards.

**The VR company taking you to Mars**